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ANDREAS FISCHER & PHILIP VON ZWECK
“WHERE DO I GET AN IMAGE OF YES”
04.06. – 05.13.2012 / OPENING RECEPTION: 6-9PM SATURDAY 04.06.2012
___

Andreas Fischer and Philip von Zweck both work from existing images, or at least the idea of existing
images. Their departures are different, but they share an interest in, or a desire for, faith in the function of
images. They hope that the images they make move beyond mere duplication or representation into some
kind of unique presence.
Fischer’s selections are culled from ideas of everyday familiar image types that seem to structure a wide
range of images. He expands the original with manipulation of material and through relationships of tonality
to color intensity. Fischer’s work never totally looses the descriptive properties of the initial images, but
seems to want to get beyond description. This tension enacts a desire for or faith in images function that has
died and been reborn as often as the medium of painting itself.
Von Zweck initially selects images based on who or what is being represented, and the symbolic value of
the image. For von Zweck what is being represented is important even when a painting, in process, veers so
far from representation that the image is no longer readily accessible. Von Zweck is interested in how we
have faith in, and both draw from and impart meaning onto objects themselves. This ranges from the work of
historical figures like Charles Fort and O.C. Marsh to the multiple meanings he both politically and personally
applies to certain types of flowers.

For more information visit our webpage: www.importantprojects.net or contact Joel or Jason at
info@importantprojects.net or +1 678 612 1758 (Joel) and +1 410 812 4303 (Jason). Important Projects is
open by appointment.
Upcoming projects at the gallery:

Bryan Morello
05.19. – 06.26.2012
Paul Cowan
05.19. – 06.26.2012
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